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This mark has not improved since the mid-campaign report card, with the clarification to the commitment regarding FA Grants
actually pulling the Labor mark in the Sustaining Local Jobs category down. Councils are hopeful that Labor will recognise how vital
these grants are to local government, and make a solid commitment to actually increase funding to at least 1% of Federal tax revenue
as councils and their local communities are seeking.

This mark hasn’t improved since the previous report card. While councils welcome the LRCIP funding and the commitment to
digital connectivity and water funding, councils are disappointed that the LNP will not commit to a National Housing Summit or to
returning local government to National Cabinet, nor to increasing vital FA Grant funding to at least 1% of Federal tax revenue to ensure
community liveability.

This mark has not improved since the previous report card. While we welcome the deep commitment to improving the environment
and to local manufacturing, councils are disappointed that the Greens made no specific or detailed commitments to address the key
concerns of local communities during this campaign, particularly on making the LRCIP permanent and increasing FA Grants to the 1%
of Federal tax revenue that councils are seeking.

One Nation has still not responded to the LGAQ’s requests to meet to discuss local government priorities for the 2022 Federal election,
nor have they provided us with any formal response indicating support for them. We therefore have not increased this score since the
first report card and are disappointed that One Nation does not seem to have local communities in mind this election.

The LGAQ asked the parties to support a set of community priorities which
would create more than 8,000 jobs and generate close to $1.5 billion in
economic activity for Queenslanders. Based on these responses the LGAQ
independently rated the major parties in this report card.
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